
Alerting with NovaAlert Basic 



The function packages NovaAlert 

Basic Paging and Basic Voice  

represent an affordable solution  

for alerting via text massages, by 

means of a call list entry or voice 

messages.

Function packages NovaAlert 
(paging/voice)

NovaAlert Basic Paging and NovaAlert 
Basic Voice are self-contained soft ware 
packages from the rather substantial  
NovaAlert alarm system. The two solu-
tions can be used to optimally cover a 
broad range of classical alerting appli-
cations in old people’s homes, nursing 
homes, hospitals, industry, business, etc.

Range of functions

NovaAlert Basic Paging distributes the 
information using text messages (over 
the data interface, e.g. CSTA) to DECT 
or WLAN telephones. With NovaAlert 
Basic Voice, alerting is performed using 
voice messages with call list entries.
Both packages can be individually ex-
panded. Up to 32 floating contacts and 
up to 3 serial input interfaces are possi-
ble for the activation of alerts.
Incoming dataset texts from the serial  
interfaces can be replaced (substituted) 
by easily comprehensible text blocks. 
NovaAlert Basic Voice also facilitates the 
tripping of an alert by means of a tele-
phone call.
Alerting notifications can also be sent to 
GSM terminals via SMS. Text messages 
can be sent via a personal paging system 
(PPS) which uses a serial output interface. 
Time-dependant issuing of an alarm can 
also be configured. Depending on the 
time, different groups of people will be  
alerted.
The possibility of propritisation and  
acknowledging alarms is even possible. 
In addition, it is also possible to specify 

how many people from an alert group 
must be reached. The alerting ends as 
soon as the required number of people 
has been reached. An escalation can be 
defined should no one or too few people 
be reached. An escalation triggers a  
further, independent alarm which alerts 
a deputy or an escalation group.
The Watchdog function makes the sys-
tem and all the components connected 
to it self-monitoring. Once a system  
fault occurs, this will be signalised via  
an autonomous alarm contact. The 
complete operation and configura tion 
occurs via a Webclient.

Expandability /  
investment protection

If additional functions are subsequently 
required from NovaAlert’s scope of  
functions, it is possible to upgrade from 
NovaAlert Basic Paging or NovaAlert 
Basic Voice to NovaAlert without any loss 
of investment at any time. Adapting to 
the customer’s needs is possible at any 
time as a result of the modular structure.
The following NovaLink products may 
also be run using the same hardware: 

             Alerting  
                  with NovaAlert Basic

Text message (SMS)

Telephony

PPS

Telephony

Fire alarm equipment

Technical equipment

Burglary alarm equipment

Alarm button

Nurse call system

Home control system

   NovaMail:  Unified Messaging System, 
voicemail, IVR, call center 

   NovaConf: Audio conferencing
   NovaTax:  Call data management

Security

At NovaLink, security and reliability have 
priority. NovaAlert is distinguished by  
its high degree of availability. Should 
NovaAlert be used on a server, its  
availability can be further enhanced  
with optional measures such as hard disk 
mirroring, uninterruptible power supply 
and hardware duplication.

NovaAlert Basic as a  
NovaBox Appliance

NovaAlert Basic is optimised for use on 
the NovaBox Appliance. The NovaBox 
Appliance is based on long-lasting,  
fail-proof and extremely efficient industry 
hardware with integrated back-up func-
tions. The NovaBox has no moving parts. 
Thus, mechanical wear and failure are  
a thing of the past. The operation and 
configuration occurs exclusively over a 
web interface; no operating system-level 
interventions are necessary.

 Functional overview NovaAlert Basic Paging Voice

Grouping of individuals into an alarm group  

Alarm acknowledgement on end device  

Proxy function (requested person is not available)  

Webclient with log file, administration tool  

Substitution of dataset messages with text blocks  

Notification via text message on DECT/WLAN  

Voice messages on any end device (internal/external) inkl.  
call list entry, 2 circuits (1 x S0/VoIP)   

Options NovaAlert Basic Paging Voice

Max. 3 serial input interfaces (e.g. ESPA 4.4.4 protocol)  

Evaluation of multiline serial protocols possible  

16 or 32 floating alarm inputs  

Serial output interface (e.g. ESPA 4.4.4 protocol)  

Time-dependant issuing of alerts  

Definable number of contacted people  

Escalation of alerts  

Alerting via SMS  

Watchdog set-up for self-monitoring  

Data backups (external)  

Administration on the Webclient in LAN  

Alert via telephone  

Extension of capacity from 2 to 4 circuits (2 x S0/VoIP)   
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